Trainings and Meetings

**Trainings – Wednesday 3rd and Thursday 4th of April 2013**
Nanni Industries has trained the militaries of Saint-Médard-en-Jalles on the 6.420 TDI engine that equips their Silinger boat for special operations.

**Meetings – Monday 22nd of April 2013**
During the pedagogical days, Nanni industries will welcome 10 students and 2 teachers of the Nautical Maintenance section of the School Training Center of La Teste de Buch.

Events

**Inauguration of the last Nanni Hybrid Gabare – Friday 12th of April 2013**
Nanni Industries, the Nautical Sites Debord and Charmet, and the Croisières du Lot have inaugurated their second Hybrid Gabare “Le Baron de Cardaillac”, Friday 12th of April 2013 at the Hall of the Fishing Harbour in Arcachon.

Flash back on...

**The Nanni Industries Training in Singapore - March 2013**
Organised in collaboration with agents of Singapore, this training has gathered the resellers Nanni and the dealers of Corea, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Australia and New Zealnd. Five representants of Nanni were on site in order to provide the training.